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BACKGROUND TO ASSESSMENT
Lower Columbia College Library (LCC) is one of the smallest libraries in the Washington state community college system, with a collection size of 29,730 volumes, a professional staff of 1.66 FTE, and a classified staff of 2.75 FTE. The Library's initial experience with collection assessment began in 1984, when the Fred Meyer Charitable Trust (based in Portland, Oregon), established "LIRN," the "Library and Information Resources for the Northwest'' program. The goal of the program was to ''assist libraries in improving access to information[ ... ] thereby enhancing the educational, economic, and civic development of the region.
111 Libraries throughout the Pacific Northwest were invited to participate in the principal LIRN program activity: collection assessment based on the RLG "conspectus" model as implemented by the Alaska Statewide Collection Development project. As a tool for subject analysis, ''The conspectus is a method which enables libraries to assess their collections on a subject by subject basis according to standardized criteria and to describe collection strengths and weaknesses. 112 The LCC Library provided the LIRN project with profiles of six subject divisions. Not. surprisingly given the size of the Library's collections, virtually all of the subject areas assessed were at the lowest end of the indicator spectrum as used by the LIRN project: "0: Out of scope," "1a: Minimal, with uneven coverage," or 11 1b: Minimal, but chosen well. " 3 By the end of our assessment activities with LIRN, we were intrigued with the assessment process as well as with the collection-level indicators used in the con- spectus. Indeed, we believed that the conspectus approach to collection assessment might just be the strategic technology we needed to communicate our collection development needs to faculty and administrators at the college. We were also concerned that the size of our staff would make the labor-intensive ongoing collection assessment activity difficult to continue.
But in 1986, the Library received a LSCA Title III grant from the Washington State Library Commission. The grant allowed the LCC Library to share a Dynix integrated library computer system that had been installed at neighboring Longview Public Library in 1985. This arrangement offered the potential to gather statistics that had been heretofore unavailable. At the time of installation, LCC contracted with Dynix to use all of the modules that had been purchased by Longview Public Library, among them circulation, online public access, and cataloging. Also included was Dynix' s "RECALL" module that allows libraries to write simple English language-like statements at the level of the computer's PICK operating system. Such statements can extract-without programmer assistance-data and statistics gathered by other modules such as cataloging or circulation. The potential for the Dynix system to support collection assessment was clear even during the installation year, but could not be realized until after at least a year's worth of use statistics had been gathered.
A COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT POLICY
As a prelude to continuing the assessment program, the library's faculty advisory committee worked on developing a formal collection development policy during the 1987-88 academic year. Among other things, the policy was meant to serve as the impetus for beginning to rebuild a book collection that had suffered from years of underfunding. The policy, approved by that committee in May 1988, stipulated an important guiding principle: that ''additions to the collection should be selected primarily to be useful to-and used by-students. The college wishes to Using a Turnkey Automated System 361 build a 'student-centered' LRC collection. '' 4 The college administration approved a modest addition of $3,500 to the regular materials budget of $37,438 to support assessment activity.
Given the newly adopted principle, and the need to engender faculty support for building the collections, we determined that we wanted to broaden the ''collection-centered'' LIRN conspectus approach to incorporate more ''clientcentered" data into our assessments so that we could show faculty how students used the collection. 5 ' 6 Much of this clientcentered data was available in the automated system.
CUSTOMIZED STATISTICS ON
THE AUTOMATED SYSTEM
The library routinely gathers materials from tables, carrels, and reshelving shelves, and checks them out to a special ''in-house user'' patron type to gather statistics on in-library use of materials before reshelving. With over two years of both in-house and lending statistics for the regular Dewey-classified circulating collection as well as the reference collection, it was time to begin to find ways to use our automated system to support some kind of assessment process. Of course, the turnkey system as installed offered menuselectable statistical reports that showed the circulation of items within various call number ranges. We could also easily determine the number of items in specific parts of the library collection. But we were interested in gathering more in-depth collection profile information which we could present to instructional faculty.
As already noted, the Dynix system provides clients with a special module-RECALL-whose purpose it is to enable the gathering of data and statistics beyond those included in the menu-selectable reports already supported in the system's functional modules. Of course, this kind of functionality is not unique to Dynix. Figure 1 , which shows the top ten automated system installers in academic libraries in 1988, reveals that many of today's vendors provide similar report generation capabilities. 7 ' 8 Among the uses typically found for RE-CALL at Dynix installations are listings of patrons owing excessive fines; the number of items overdue at any given point in time; sorted lists of patrons residing in particular zip codes; and the number of items within various categories of the collection. Indeed, few factors limit the kinds of data that can be recovered-or how the data can be presented-using RECALL.
Indeed, we believed that the conspectus approach to collection assessment might just be the strategic technology we needed to communicate our collection development needs to faculty and administrators at the college.
After some ten hours of professional time, as well as several telephone calls to the support staff at Dynix, we developed and completed testing on five RECALL programs designed to provide us with the kinds of data that would be more useful to our assessment project. These in-house programs are executed sequentially by the computer, and, having been saved to disk, can be run anytime we need to do an assessment of a different subject or topic area. Text in the programs need be modified only slightly, a process consuming no more than five minutes per topic area.
The first program selects items in the library collection within a call number range (e.g., 610-619, the health sciences in Dewey) and saves the selections to disk as a named list. This saved listing is then retrieved by a subsequent RECALL program and is further broken down and saved as smaller "topic" listings (e.g., 610, medicine). The next two programs select each of the saved topic lists (as well as the broader subject listing) and count the following:
• the number of volumes actually used since the computer system was installed; • the total number of circulations in the topic area since installation; • the number of holdings with collection July 1990 codes for nonfiction (including oversize, some reserve collection items, and items "in process");
• the number of holdings with collection codes for reference (including atlases and indexes); • the number of holdings with collection codes for audiovisual materials; and • the number of holdings published up to and including 1978, between 1979 and 1982 inclusive, and from 1983 on. A resident RECALL specialist (and Customer Support Manager) at Dynix, Gretchen Freeman, created a special dictionary of publication dates to circumvent the inconsistencies that would be encountered in subfield '' d'' of the imprint field of the MARC record. The dictionary strips away any extraneous characters (such as [or©) to leave a data element composed of the first four numeric characters encountered in the subfield. Counts of publication dates in this special dictionary do register some anomalous statistics because of the nature of publication dates in serially published items, but the Library was willing to accept this.
The final program prints out a saved list. This printout reveals all library holdings regardless of location in the collection: similar to a shelflist, but sorted by highest number of uses. Included in the listing is the number of uses of the item, the call number, the collection code (e.g., nonfiction, reference, oversize), title, author, and publication date.
MICROCOMPUTER SUPPORT FOR STATISTICAL GATHERING
The various counts from the RECALL programs are manually entered into a database established on a MS-DOS microcomputer. The database was created using Q&A Version 3.0, a "flat file" database manager with word processing and mailmerge capabilities from Symantec Corporation. The database calculates percentages of volumes published between certain dates and circulation or other use percentages. The database also stores the names of faculty members (or departments) who will be contacted with the information. The design of the database consumed approximately six to eight
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Once the data has been entered into Q&A and printed out in RECALLgenerated title listings, the database program then prints the form letters to faculty via the mail-merge function. These letters accompany the printouts. The process of entering the data and printing out mailmerge letters generally consumes no more than five to ten minutes per topic area. A sample letter based on the data from a health science assessment appears below. The« »marks indicate where the "mailmerge'' elements are inserted by Q&A; these marks do not, of course, appear in the actual faculty letters. The letter reads: The purpose of this memo is to provide you with some information about that part of the library collection dealing with «Medicine». Attached to this memo you will find a listing of titles within the Dewey call number range of «610». The listing is arranged in order by highest use. We hope you will assist us in the library by going through the list and indicating which titles (if any) you believe should be withdrawn and/or replaced.
In virtually all of the fields assessed so far, faculty have been fascinated to learn what is being used and what is not.
The library's computer system has been programmed to provide us with some useful data which you may wish to consider as you work with the list. The assessment of this part of the collection was done on «September 14, 1988», and reflects what the collection looked like on that date. Of the «1,613» volumes in the broader field of «Health Sciences», there are «504» volumes devoted to «Medicine». And of these «504» volumes, «204» (i.e. «40.9%») have been used (either in the library or loaned from the library) since the computer system was installed in June 1986. There have been «536» loans of the used materials, which accounts for «18.3%» of the total circulation of «2, 924» loans within the broader field of «Health Sciences».
July 1990
The following is some statistical data which characterizes the age of this part of the library collection (based on publication date). Of the «504» volumes in «Medicine», «308» (or «61.1 %») were published in 1978 or before; «91» (or «18.1 %») were published between 1979 and 1982; and «57» (or «11.3%») were published in 1983 or after.
As to location of the materials themselves, «398» are in the nonfiction part of the collection (including oversized books); «103» are in the reference collection (including atlases, indexes, and law); and «3» are audiovisual materials.
We would be most grateful if you would assist us by answering the questions on the next page. You may also note on the printout some guidelines which we may use in considering new titles for addition in this part of the collection.
The second page of the letter asks the faculty if there are any authors or standard titles missing; if they can recommend any "best books" listings that we should be consulting; or if there are particular topics on which they would like us to focus collection building. Their responses, as well as any comments we believe worth noting based on the faculty meeting we schedule, are stored in the appropriate database record as topic profile information. As a part of the profile, we also store the faculty's estimate of the number of titles they believe we need to collect annually, as well as the average per volume cost for materials in the topic (gleaned from the ''Book Trade Research and Statistics'' section of the latest edition of the Bowker Annual Library and Book Trade Almanac).
MEETING WITH FACULTY
The final segment of the process is generally the most time-consuming component: meeting with faculty. We arrange a first meeting through the departmental library advisory committee representative, asking for about a half-hour to make our presentation. We arrive at the meeting prepared with printouts, letters, and any pertinent use statistics gathered for periodical use and ILL. Because instructional faculty are busy people, we generally conclude the first meeting by scheduling a follow-up meeting from two to four weeks in the future at which time we can continue discussions, answer further questions occasioned by the materials we have provided, and retrieve the annotated listings.
The focus of the meetings thus far has been to elicit from the instructional faculty what their expectations are relative to student use of the library collection and to enlist their aid with weeding. We explain the data contained in the cover letter, and point out any anomalies in the printouts. In the sciences, faculty have been particularly interested in the age of the collection: titles published over five years ago are automatically suspect unless they are of historical interest. In vir_ tually all of the fields assessed so far, faculty have been fascinated to learn what is being used and what is not. And, of course, there are always surprises, as we learned during the collection assessment for the nursing department. For example, we discovered that several newer editions of some standard works were gathering dust on the shelves while older versions were seeing high circulation. The reason was that reading lists had not been updated. We also found that an important monographic series, Nursing Clinics of North America, was receiving little use. The reason was the library's decision to catalog the series based on the Library of Congress serial record, rather than as separates with subject access to each volume. The set has subsequently been recataloged in hopes of promoting use.
BENEFITS
We certainly believe we are reaping many of the benefits traditionally attributed to collection assessment: in particular, a better understanding of the strengths and weaknesses in the collection based on actual use as well as a clearer sense of what faculty expect us to collect. Response to the departmental visits and assessment presentations has been uniformly positive. Faculty appreciate the individualized attention and also learn in greater depth about the specific informational resources and services available to them and to their students.
We have come to the same conclusion reported by Mary Bushing in an article on assessment in smaller libraries: "The proUsing a Turnkey Automated System 365 cess may yield nothing of value for cooperative collection projects on a regional or state level, but the information can be helpful in defining local cooperative collection projects that result in better access to information. At the very least, local library collection can be changed to better serve their users and to be core collections that can stand independently to meet basic information needs. " 9 A natural extension of the process to include cooperative assessment with Longview Public Library may occur when that agency has completed its lengthy retrospective project of assigning call numbers to all of its holdings. An anticipated outcome of shared collection assessment would be the development of cooperative collection development policies, which would likely include both collecting goals and acquisition commitments in both agencies.
Small libraries face special difficulties when attempting to engage in callection assessment activities because of the labor-intensive nature of the activity.
Small libraries face special difficulties when attempting to engage in collection assessment activities because of the laborintensive nature of the activity. When the LCC Library automated, it did so with the expectation that sharing a turnkey system with our public library would enhance public services by improving access to each other's collections. But the outcomes of automation have far exceeded our expectations, providing us with the wherewithal to conduct a manageable and costeffective ongoing collection assessment program. The result is a strong factual basis upon which requests for increased funding can be substantiated. Indeed, we have come to believe that one of the greatest benefits to automation may well lie in the ability it provides us to manage intelligently the growth and development of the collection on a long-term basis.
